SDS, SACC force open Lab Committee meeting

By Robert Elkin

Over 150 students attended a meeting of the Standing Com- mittee on their Social Lab- oratories yesterday to demand greater student community participation in the review of new contract proposals for those laboratories. SDS and VTOL, which block demonstration by means of selective and operating rules of the committee, finally agreed that there would not be any taking of any definitive stand on proposed proposals. The committee members generally agreed that there should be more openness in regard to contract proposals private during the negotiation process. Andrew Gil- chrift '71, undergraduate mem- ber of the committee, stated that it should be operated totally free of outside pressure in influence in order to objectively review proposals.

Today's meeting was an outgrowth of the appearance of several SACC members at a committee meeting last Monday. The committee earlier in the week invited SACC to send several representatives to it but SACC and RLSDS felt that the whole committee should participate in the proceedings.

The opening session tonight at Sanders' Theater, Harvard of the participants and the im- portance of the ABM contro- versy on campus. Bob Dresser '72, center of con- flict at Sander's Theater, Harvard of the community judicial system; in- vestigation on present and proposed commen- tation on campus. Bob Dresser has waged a campaign based on "Community, Education and Opportunity," appealing to the social community for occupation new positions, new programs they name "creating a community judicial system; im- proving democracy, particularly for new students, fewer require- ments for better representation and for new students, fewer require- Ments for better representation and living group discussions." The opening session was followed by presentations from groups and GA organizations that the group might sponsor.

By Joe Kashii

The opening session tonight at Sanders' Theater, Harvard of the March 4th program, sponsored by the Union of Concerned Scientists and the American Committee for Nuclear Disarmament, was the kick-off of the renewed fight against ABM.

The two-day conference will focus on the problems of arms and American actions in strate- gic arms limitation talks. Due to the emphasis of the participants and the im- portance of the ABM contro- versy on campus. Bob Dresser has waged a campaign based on "Community, Education and Opportunity," appealing to the social community for occupation new positions, new programs they name "creating a community judicial system; im- proving democracy, particularly for new students, fewer require- ments for better representation and living group discussions." The opening session was followed by presentations from groups and GA organizations that the group might sponsor.

Candidates stress reform

The MIT administration plans to bring 11 students, already facing civil charges over the oc- cupation of the President's office, before the Committee on Discipline, it was revealed yester- day.

According to Dean for Student Affairs J. Daniel Nyhart, the charges will probably be phrased as something approximating "deliberate interference with the functioning of the Institute." Those to be charged are:

Frank Taylor '71, Richard Ed- delman '70, Peggy Hopper '71, David Kresge '71, Frank Taylor '71, Aaron Tovish '71, Jeffrey Mermelstein '72, Donald Wolman '71, George Katchalski '70, Peter Kramer '70, and Tom Goreau '72.

The charges were readied last week and are in the process of being delivered to the Discipline Committee, chaired by Professor Roy Lamson. However, Lamson stated that the hearings would not be held until after the civil trial on March 10, so there would be no chance of prejudicing those cases. Furthermore, he said, he has not yet received notice of charges since the Disciplinary Committee is aware of the details. Lamson also received the order to send them by the Dean before deciding whether to call a stu- dent to trial.
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